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LUXURY

Modern luxury to pamper you.
The cradling comfort you get from the ReST Bed™ 
provides the perfect amount of support for every  
part of your body, whatever your sleeping position.  
This is possible because the ReST Bed’s™ surface 
continuously reads your pressure points, then  
softly and quietly adjusts to deliver a customized  
sleep experience.

Three elements of luxury. 
High-end cars and watches blend modern technology with  

time-honored traditions. Every design detail contributes to  

comfort and aesthetics. The ReST Bed’s™ top level fabric is  

often used in work-out apparel because of its breathability  

and contouring. Our energex foam combines the pressure  

relief of memory foam, the resilience of latex, and the cooling  

of gel. We selected high airflow materials that promote a  

refreshing sleeping experience and that ensure ventilation.

Perform your best with ReST™

TECHNOLOGY

Perform your best with ReST™

PERFORMANCE

Perform your best with ReST™ For more information, go to: www.restperformance.com

A ReST Bed™ is a safe choice.

Backed by a comprehensive 10 year non-prorated warranty  

covering defects in materials and workmanship for all of the  

following components:

Warranty includes online support for software. To ensure you have the 

latest technology, software updates will be available via download.

Sleep better and perform better.
Your support needs change when you are on  
your back vs. your side…or based on what you  
did today. In order to relieve pressure in precisely  
the right spot, the ReST Bed™ has 5 independently  
variable zones that anatomically correspond to  
your body. The ReSTdash™ app records sleep  
data, empowering you with the information you  
need to perform your best.

Beyond “wearables.”  
The ReST Bed™ collects sleep data, which gives you the benefits  

of wearable technologies without changing your normal habits  

or routines. You no longer have to remember to turn a device  

on before going to sleep or adjust your sleeping position to 

accommodate a device. Of course, a ReST Bed™ not only  

collects sleep data, it also proactively helps you sleep better  

in the first place!

The world’s first #smartbed.
Patented pressure-sensing fabric allows for automatic  
response, tracking sleep data, and integration into  
connected home technologies.

The ReST Bed™ was highly honored at CES because  

it is a technology-based solution for better sleep.   

Since sleep is a series of states, the sleeping surface 

must be dynamic as well. The ReST Bed™ makes 

automatic, real-time adjustments. Further, the 

ReSTdash™ app allows you to access your sleep data in the cloud  

as well as to integrate with connected home technologies so you 

can control your entire sleep environment. 
Perform your best with
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2015 CES Innovation Award Winner.
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Sleep is part of  
the Health and  
Wellness Trifecta…

…and a ReST Bed™ contributes  
to better sleep.
While you can’t always control when  

you go to bed and when you wake up, the  

ReST Bed™ ensures you maximize the time you spend in bed. 

The ReSTdash™ app provides insights into body position and 

movement which may aid sleep doctors in diagnosing sleep  

disorders like apnea, insomnia, or restless leg syndrome.   

You can also adjust your ReST Bed’s™ settings in response  

to your doctor’s recommendations.

*Some of these features may require a paid subscription.
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Perform your best with ReST™
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